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Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev19
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev15
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6141.

MWB-1704 Handling appointments fails with ”Comparison method violates its general contract!”
Was caused by wrong implementation of comperator.
This has been solved by orderly implementing the comperator and test all restrictions.
MWB-1655 Setting INBOX as sent-mail folder results in own mail address in TO: when doing
a reply
Whether the ”To” addresses shall be used as recipient on a reply to a certain message was determined by the folder in which the originating message resides.
This has been handled by prefering ”To” as recipient on reply when originating message’s ”From”
address belongs to composing user.
MWB-1680 OX Drive Mail: sending a password secured picture will have a preview of the
picture in the mail
Now don’t generate preview images if content is password-protected to solve this issue.
OXUIB-1101 Password reset error message on wrong password always in english
String was not recognized as translatable string.
This has been fixend by adding gt calls for this.
MWB-1694 Broken email causing high load
IDN to ACE conversion for domain parts that are too long keeps processing thread busy for a while.
This has been solved by avoiding IDN to ACE conversion for domain parts that are too long.
OXUIB-1727 Misleading tooltip on mail compose window
Was caused by static tooltip.
This has been solved by using state depending tooltip for ‘close‘action.
MWB-1679 After update to 7.10.6 issue with provisioning server
Generated token might contain characters which got URL-encoded and do confuse token roundtrip.
This has been fixed by using only url-safe (hex) characters in generated token.
MWB-1669 ”Consider running the consistency tool” for data export in CloudPro DE1
Possible I/O error when trying to write export data to file storage.
This has been solved by retrying on possible I/O error when trying to write export data to file storage.
MWB-1670 Active clients: last access time not shown for other protocols than Web UI access
Last-active time stamp not tracked for CalDAV/CardDAV sessions.
Now tracking last-active time stamp for CalDAV/CardDAV sessions, too.
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MWB-1395 OX middleware java thread issue
Excessive reading of mail parts on inline view of video files or when outputting images.
This has been solved by avoiding excessive reading of MIME part content.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-1704, MWB-1655, MWB-1680, OXUIB-1101, MWB-1694, OXUIB-1727, MWB-1679, MWB-1669,
MWB-1670, MWB-1395,
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